Best In Class Cost-Effective Solutions
From A Name You Can Trust.
NorCalVans
https://www.nor-calvans.com
SOLVING YOUR TRANSPORTATION NEEDS FOR NEARLY FOUR DECADES
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We Design
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Transportation
Solutions
That Improve
People’s
Lives.

“I’m not trying to be cheesy but you have been the most helpful representative that I have
worked with at any conversion company... You have basically made both of these transit
transactions white glove.” – JERROD CARMICHAEL

Your Job: Upgrade your fleet and bring down your operating costs.
Our Job: Provide you with best in class American made transit vans, with the
options and configurations your customers need, while also helping you save money on
your ongoing costs.
EXECUTIVE SHUTTLE BUS

The Solution: NorCal Vans all-new Ford Transit provides you with innovative

Solving Your Transportation Needs
for Nearly Four Decades

configuration options and versatility, while offering higher fuel economy compared to
the previous Ford full-size van. And you have options! The Ford Transit offers three fuel
efficient engines; three roof heights and three body lengths; along with superior cargo
volume and payload capacities.

Why NorCal?
✔ You get a partner who has 30 years of conversion experience

As a Ford or Bus Dealer your customer needs an excellent and
economical solution.

✔ You are working with a team that is Ford QVM and eQVM certified
✔ You get an FTA Approved Transit Vehicle Modifier

And you need a trustworthy, customer focused Ford QVM
conversion partner with superior communication habits.

NorCal

NorCal Vans is one of the largest West Coast Ford Van Conversion
Specialists and our team thrives on meeting your needs and making
sure you stay informed every step of the way.

VAN CONVERSIONS

1300 Nord Avenue, Suite 125, Chico, CA 95926
(866) 892-0150 • www.Nor-CalVans.com
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NorCal Van Conversions is one of our
newest clients and are in the full swing
of a brand/identity update. We spent
the first part of our engagement working
with them to understand and craft their
vision, values and message, as well as do
a deep dive into their current and future
customers and market opportunities. We
then implemented this discovery work
throughout their brand, including a new
logo, identity assets, brochures, tradeshow
assets and a rework of their website.
Additionally we began online advertising
campaigns for their various market
segments in 2019, using Google Ads and
Facebook ads to grow their market share.
Deliverables include:
• Brand Identity redesign
• Website design
• Email marketing
• Google Ads
• Social Media Strategy
• Web Video
• Photography
• Tradeshow Assets
CONTACT INFORMATION:

Why Choose NorCal?
NorCal Vans makes it easier for you to sell exactly what your customer is asking for in a fully converted
Transit or Transit Connect. We help you configure and quote the vehicle your customer needs, and you can be
confident we will do the conversion with excellence and on time.

Todd and Laurie LaPant, Owners
todd@nor-calvans.com
530.961.5901

I’m not trying to be cheesy but you have been the most helpful representative that I have worked with at any
conversion company. I’ve been doing this for six years and I have worked with every conversion company.
Again I’m not trying to be over the top but you have basically made both of these transit transactions white
glove. It’s refreshing to say the least. I really appreciate it and I hope I have another order for you very soon.
Have a great one.” – Jerrod

SUBSCRIBE TO OUR BLOG AND STAY INFORMED
SUBSCRIBE NOW!
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Todd LaPant, P.E.
COO/ENGINEERING

(866) 892-0150 ext. 224

We began working with Half a Bubble
Out as new owners of a 30 year old
business. We wanted to make sure
that our look and feel as well as our
marketing message was on point,
showed that we are modern and
growing, and clearly reflected our
values as an organization. We didn’t
consider going anywhere except
HaBO. Their reputation for helping
companies tell their story and rebrand
preceded them, and we have not
been disappointed. We love the new
logo and are excited for the ongoing
rollout. Michael, Kathryn and their
team have been great to work with.”

(530) 964-0394 mobile
Todd@Nor-CalVans.com
1300 Nord Ave., Suite 125
Chico, CA 95926
(530) 892-0259 Fax
www.Nor-CalVans.com

– Todd LaPant, Owner/COO

